242	BEYOND HORIZONS
mountains were as good as I could wish; and at the end of my
two weeks in Zurich, I, a lone eagle for fifty-two years and almost
a creature of the womanless parts of the earth, was engaged to
marry Mary Louise Ulmer.
Her father, lately deceased, was Jacob S. Ulmer, a banker and
industrialist of Philadelphia and Pottsville. His father was a
naturalised American citizen, coming from Stuttgart, Germany.
Her mother's people were the Dyers, of Pittsburgh, who traced
back to England via Virginia and Rhode Island.
Since our marriage we have discovered that we are both quite
fascinated by our ancestors. I have told of the trip we made to
Hartford, Conn., to trace Ellsworths. We also went to Rhode
Island to hunt Colonial Dyers. In a case in the Providence Museum
we saw a gentleman's silk suit of wig-and-powder days—the first
silk suit worn by any man in America. It belonged to William
Dyer, brother of the Virginia ancestor. Still, it does not do to probe
ancestry too deeply. We also discovered a Mary Dyer, who was
burned as a witch in Rhode Island.
Mrs. Ellsworth was educated at Miss Bennett's School in Mill-
brook, Conn., and had lived a great deal of her life abroad. We
were married the following spring—May 23, 1933—in New York at
the Litde Church around the Corner. In all, I have been at home
just about six months since then, and until 1936 we had never spent
Christmas together. Even our wedding trip took us to rainy, chilly
New Zealand, where I met the Wyatt Earp.
V  DOWN UNDER
K
IFITTING the Wyatt Earp, purchasing and assembling
supplies, engaging a crew and a scientific staff, shipping the
Polar Star to Oslo and loading it aboard the expeditionary
ship, and a thousand other details of preparation took up the winter
and entire spring of 1933.   Early in July the little ship started out
on its i8,ooo-mile trudge to New Zealand—nearly a four-month
voyage for her.   She sailed by way of Cape Town, the Indian

